MAGNOLIAS FOR ANDREA
Mencía Yano
Pablo and Andrea share a flat and try to be good friends. But
these two young people will inevitably end up having a hot
erotic-romantic relationship

Synopsis
Andrea gets a job in Madrid and decides to contact Paul, a friend from her teenage
years, in order to share an apartment and living expenses.
But she finds that Paul enjoys a high life and has changed a lot overtime.
He only knows that she dumped her longtime boyfriend, so he welcomes her in his
home because he has loved her since high school.
Their lives take a one hundred and eighty degrees turn when they find themselves
living a succession of unavoidable events that will take them to enjoy love and sex
as never before.
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Biography
Mencía Yano is a fifty-two years old writer, a married woman and mother
of two. She studied music theory and piano, and several languages. She
has a degree in Social Education by the UNED.
She has worked as a teacher, monitor of leisure and recreation, sociocultural worker, and has given lessons to elder people in a Brain Workshop
for several years, until she has devoted herself full time to writing.
This is her second novel. The first one was titled El invierno que nos cambió. She is currently finishing her third novel in Galician and Spanish languages.

Sales pitch
- This work follows the steps of the current hits of erotic novel, giving a much more realistic
new dimension to the main characters. It is an erotic novel that does not forget feelings and
love, although its protagonists like sex and enjoy some kinkiness.
-The reader identifies easily with these characters because they are credible and enjoy a
relationship of equals.
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Related books

- Her plots and characters remind us Megan Maxwell’s novels. This book is written in a style
very similar to the one used by Raine Miller, Ángeles Iribika or Mar Carrión.
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- The author is a writer with a strong presence in social networks. Her first novel, El invierno
que nos cambió, in which the characters of Magnolias for Andrea were introduced, had a very
good reception among readers.

